Dear Members and Friends,

*GSI* is growing and expanding. We are delighted to introduce the newest member of our Coordinating Council. **Michelle Edgar** is the Program Specialist for The Institute of Holocaust and Genocide Studies at Raritan Valley Community College in Branchburg, NJ. Additionally, Michelle is one of the founding members of 3GNJ, and she is active on their Steering Committee. Michelle is also a 3GNJ representative on the Board of 3GNY - Descendants of Holocaust Survivors, and she has been a volunteer docent for the Holocaust Memorial and Education Center at the Shimon and Sara Birnbaum Jewish Community Center. Michelle’s mother’s and father’s families had lived in Germany for generations. The impact that the Holocaust had on her family has been profound and has motivated Michelle in her career and volunteer work.

We have created an Advisory Group to help bring in new ideas for Holocaust remembrance, commemoration, and education. The *GSI* Advisory Group has members you already know from the Coordinating Council: **Daniel Brooks, David Kader, Pepi Nichols** and **Barbara Wind**. We also have two new additions. From Arizona we have **Adena Astrowsky**, the grandchild of two Holocaust survivors. Adena's grandmother often spoke to her about her experiences during the Holocaust, which had a profound impact on her life. Adena continues to honor her grandmother's life by speaking about her grandmother’s survival and lessons learned from the Holocaust. In her professional life she works in the Maricopa County Attorney’s Office.

Joining us from California is **Sherry Bard**, the daughter of a survivor who has been working in the field of Holocaust remembrance and education for more than 25 years. Currently Sherry works with Echoes & Reflections and also Chapman University’s Annual Holocaust Art & Writing Contest. For over 17 years she works with the USC Shoah Foundation and was a Project Director.

Best wishes for the Jewish New Year. If you feel well-served by *GSI*, please consider a donation to either a social service agency that helps Holocaust survivors in need or to the Shoah memorial / institution of your choice. Thank you.

Stay safe and be well,

*Generations of the Shoah International (GSI)*
Membership in our interactive leadership listserv is open to leaders / representatives of landsmanschaften and other Holocaust-related groups. If your local survivor, second generation or third generation group has not yet delegated a representative to join the GSI interactive online discussion / listserv group, please join us now. We already have dozens of members throughout the USA and from other countries. This global interactive listserv is the fastest way to reach the survivor community: genshoah@gmail.com.

For event submissions: www.genshoah.org/contact_gsi.html. Please fill out the information requested in the text areas and submit it to us at genshoah@gmail.com. You must send us your information no later than the 23rd of the month if you wish for it to appear in the upcoming month’s issue.

To search the newsletter by geographic area: Search by country for programs outside the USA or use the city and / or state abbreviations for those areas in the USA.

All times listed below are local unless otherwise stated.

Visit our GSI website at www.genshoah.org for updated information on new books, films, helpful links to Holocaust-related organizations and institutions, etc. Survivors, their children and grandchildren are welcome to post contact information for their local groups on our website.

GSI has an “open” Facebook group that anyone can join and invite others to join. Feel free to introduce yourself to your brothers and sisters in the survivor community and communicate directly with them without having to be cleared by a third party. Use the group to find old friends and relatives. Join us and meet new friends. Our page is visible to Facebook members at www.facebook.com/groups/genshoah/. Joining Facebook is free and easy: www.facebook.com.

**ANNOUNCEMENTS**

Arolsen Archives has a new documentED project which provides individual tool kits for preparing and following up on trips to memorial sites.

The Hannah Senesh Archive is now available online with the National Library of Israel.

JewishGen is proud to announce its 2021 annual update to the Holocaust Database. This update added approximately 660,000 records in 30 data sets. This update brings the Holocaust Database holdings to 3.69 million records and with more than 380 component data sets.

From the US Holocaust Memorial Museum: Museum Welcomes Lipstadt Appointment

The USC Shoah Foundation’s Dimensions in Testimony is now open at the Los Angeles Museum of the Holocaust.
CONFERENCES

**Resilience, Adaptation, and Innovation in Holocaust Survivor Services**
October 18 – 21, 2021
Selfhelp Community Services Virtual Conference, New York, NY

**World Federation of Jewish Child Survivors of the Holocaust and Descendants**
November 5 – 8, 2021
[St. Louis Marriott Grand Hotel], St. Louis, MO
Please check the website for COVID-related updates.

**Non-German Camps during the Holocaust Period** (Virtual)
December 7 – 9, 2021
Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, Israel

UPCOMING WORKSHOPS & SEMINARS

Echoes & Reflections
**Using the Pyramid of Hate to Expand Social Justice**
September 9, 2021 1pm PT/4pm ET

Echoes & Reflections
**Project-Based Learning Methods in Holocaust Education**
September 14, 2021 1pm PT/4pm ET

Echoes & Reflections
**Holocaust Education in Uncertain Times: SEL Strategies**
September 30, 2021 1pm PT/4pm ET

**In Remembrance of Kristallnacht: Teaching Difficult Subjects Creatively Through Art**
November 4, 2021 4:00 pm ET
Raritan Valley Community College, Branchburg, NJ
To register: michelle.edgar@raritanval.edu

**Spotlight on Contemporary Antisemitism**
November 12, 2021 9:00 am - 3:00 pm ET
Montclair State University, Montclair, NJ
The Post-War Period as Reflected Through Art
October 25 – 26, 2022
Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, Israel

Please send your paper proposal of no more than 1500 words and a short 150-word biography by January 2022 to: zborowski.center@yadvashem.org.il

UPCOMING EVENTS

Now – December 2021—Chula Vista Heritage Museum, Chula Vista, CA
Exhibit: **RUTH: Remember Us the Holocaust**

Now—May 2022—Kupferberg Holocaust Center, Queens, NY
Exhibit: **The Concentration Camps: Inside the Nazi System of Incarceration and Genocide**. This new, original exhibition surveys the scope and brutality of the Nazi system of incarceration and genocide, underscoring the horrific consequences of intolerance, racism, & authoritarianism.

Now –September 5, 2022—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
Exhibit: **Shanghai: Safe Haven During the Holocaust**

September 1 – 17, 2021—Wiener Holocaust Library, 29 Russell Square, London WC1B 5DP, UK
Exhibit **Jewish Resistance to the Holocaust**

September 1, 2021, 10:00 am CT—Illinois Holocaust Museum, Skokie, IL
Coffee with a Survivor *livestream* with Chaya Walkin.

September 1, 2021, 11:00 am ET—Holocaust Memorial & Tolerance Center, Glen Cove, NY
Curator’s Corner: **A View of the Foehrenwald Displaced Persons Camp** with Dr. Thorin Tritter.

September 1, 2021, 19:00 SAST—Johannesburg Holocaust & Genocide Centre, Forest Town, South Africa
Screening of **Santa Rose: Odyssey in the Rhythm of Mariachi**. In 1943, a group of 1,434 Polish refugees from Soviet Russia, including a few hundred orphans, arrived at an abandoned ranch in Santa Rosa, Mexico. Panel discussion with director Slawomir Grunberg and Stefan Szewczuk and Cobus Rademeyer.

September 1, 2021, 8:00 pm ET—3G NY, New York, NY
**WEDU Wednesday**: 3G Rebecca Weintraub will share the story of her maternal grandmother, Lore (Simberg) Weintraub.

September 2, 2021, 5:30 pm (Israel Time)—Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, Israel
**Ukrainian-Jewish Relations in the Context of the Shoah in Ukraine from 1941-1944: Main Questions** with Andrii Bolianovskyi.
September 2, 2021, 7:30 pm ET—Appalachian State University, Boone, NC
**Being with Jerry: Compassionate and Collaborative Research with a Survivor of the Holocaust** with Professor Emerita Carolyn Ellis.

September 9, 2021, 3:00 pm ET—Classrooms Without Borders, Pittsburgh, PA
**Love It Was Not Post Film Discussion** watch the film and engage in a post-film discussion with the film director and writer, Maya Sarfaty in conversation with CWB Scholar, Avi Ben-Hur.

September 9, 2021, 6:30 pm CT—Illinois Holocaust Museum, Skokie, IL
Virtual program: **Through the Lens of Arthur Rothstein: Beyond Shanghai**

September 9, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Book Launch: **We Share the Same Sky: A Memoir of Memory & Migration** with 3G author Rachael Cerrotti.

September 12, 2021, 1:00 pm ET—Israeli-American Civic Action Network, Century City, CA
**The Table of Truth** Learn about the connection to one chess table between Faina Kukliansky, Lithuanian Jewish Community Chair, Shulamit Rabinovich, San Francisco engineer, Dudu Fisher, Israeli world-renowned entertainer, Grant Gochin, South African Wealth Manager, and Silvia Foti, Chicago journalist.

September 12, 2021, 2:00 pm ET—Polin Museum, Warsaw, Poland
**Meet the Family: Helena Rubinstein.** Suzanne Slesin will explore the life of cosmetics pioneer in conversation with Barbara Kirshenblatt-Gimblett.

September 12, 2021, 2:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
**Into the Forest: A Holocaust Story of Survival, Triumph, and Love** with author Rebecca Frankel.

September 14, 2021, 2:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
**Stories Survive** with survivor Dr. Rene David Alkalay.

September 15, 2021, 11:00 am ET—Holocaust Memorial & Tolerance Center, Glen Cove, NY
Curator’s Corner: **The “Arvanization” of a Jewish Store** with Dr. Thorin Tritter.

September 17, 2021, 10:00 am ET—Raritan Valley Community College, Branchburg, NJ
Online **film presentation From Swastika to Jim Crow.** This film tells the little-known story of Jewish professors and intellectuals who escaped Nazi Germany to the US in the 1930s.

September 19, 2021, 1:00 pm ET—YIVO Institute, New York, NY
Annual **Nusakh Vilne Memorial** featuring a remembrance of Chayele Palevesky and a discussion with Judy Batalion, author of *The Light of Days: The Untold Story of Women Resistance Fighters in Hitler’s Ghettos.*

September 19, 2021, 2:00 pm ET—Polin Museum, Warsaw, Poland
**Landscape as Witness to the Holocaust.** Eminent Holocaust scholars will discuss the impact of “Holocaust landscapes.”
September 19, 2021, 3:30 pm CT—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
Film screening: The Auschwitz Report, Slovakia’s 2020 Oscar submission for Best International Film, shares the true story of two Auschwitz prisoners who escaped and provided a rare firsthand report of genocide at the camp.

September 19, 2021, 4:00 pm ET—CANDLES Holocaust Museum, Terre Haute, IN
Technology, the Holocaust, and Human Rights with Professor Clyde Ford (Zoom). 1.5 PGP hours for teachers.

September 22, 2021, 6:00 pm ET—Holocaust Memorial & Tolerance Center, Glen Cove, NY
Curator’s Corner: Roland Freisler and the People’s Court with Dr. Thorin Tritter.

September 22, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—Drew University, Madison, NJ
How Extremism Happens, a virtual discussion with Dr. Arie Kruglanski.

September 23, 2021, 2:00 pm ET—Classrooms Without Borders, Pittsburgh, PA
Holocaust Museums and Memorials Around the World: historians, experts, and contemporary witnesses travel to 10 different regions.

September 24, 2021, 10:00 am ET—Raritan Valley Community College, Branchburg, NJ
From Swastika to Jim Crow an online discussion with Dr. Lillie Edwards. Explore the international, national, institutional, and personal histories that connected Jewish refugee scholars and their families to Black college students, faculty, and communities.

September 24, 2021, 1:00 pm ET—YIVO, New York, NY
Marek Web Memorial Event

September 26, 2021, 2:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Virtual Film and Discussion: Truus’ Children, featuring a panel discussion with the filmmakers, and Ilse Bauer-Langsford, one of the children saved by Truus Wijsmuller.

September 30, 2021, 1:00 pm ET—Raritan Valley Community College, Branchburg, NJ
Online Presentation: Unpacking The Past with Silvia Foti and Grant Gochin who will discuss their efforts to expose the truth of what happened during the Holocaust in Lithuania.

September 30, 2021, 6:00 pm CT—Illinois Holocaust Museum, Skokie, IL
Commemoration 80th Anniversary of the Babi Yar Massacre & Holocaust in the Soviet Union Gallery Opening.

September 30, 2021, 19:00 SAST—Johannesburg Holocaust & Genocide Centre, Forest Town, South Africa

October 1, 2021, 3:00 pm ET—Raritan Valley Community College, Branchburg, NJ
Unpacking The Past: The Number On Great-Grandpa’s Arm, Online Film & Discussion.
October 3, 2021, 3:30 pm CT—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL  
On-site live performance: **The Holocaust and the Human Experience: A Cinematic and Musical Journey**. Concert pianist Dr. Marvin Berman presents a live performance featuring clips from films about the Jewish experience prior to, during, and after the Holocaust.

October 5, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY  
**Zoom Book Launch**: *What They Didn’t Burn: Uncovering My Father’s Holocaust Secrets* with author Mel Laytner.

October 6, 2021, 11:00 am ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY  
**Virtual Walking Tour of Jewish Berlin**

October 7, 2021, 6:30 pm CT—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL  
On-site live performance: **The Holocaust and the Human Experience: A Cinematic and Musical Journey**. Concert pianist Dr. Marvin Berman presents a live performance featuring clips from films about the Jewish experience prior to, during, and after the Holocaust.

October 7, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY  
**Wallenberg: A Musical Tribute** (Virtual and in-person)

October 10, 2021, 3:00 pm ET—CANDLES Holocaust Museum, Terre Haute, IN  
**Unmasking the “Angel of Death”** with David Marwell. 1.5 PGP hours for teachers.

October 13, 2021, 3:00 pm ET—Classrooms Without Borders, Pittsburgh, PA  
**Women and the Holocaust** with Dr. Carol Rittner.

October 15, 2021, 10:00 am ET—Raritan Valley Community College, Branchburg, NJ  
**Learning Through Experience Online: The Incredible Power of One**. Jeannie Opdyke Smith shares a powerful and riveting true story of one Polish gentile girl, her mother Irene Gut Opdyke, who changed the world for dozens of people during the Holocaust.

October 17, 2021, 11:00 am ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY  
**Virtual Walking Tour: Jewish Prague**

October 19, 2021, 3:00 pm ET—Drew University, Madison, NJ  
**The Dressmakers of Auschwitz**, a virtual discussion with author Lucy Adlington.

October 20, 2021, 6:30 pm ET—American Society for Yad Vashem, New York, NY  
**Book club**: *The Light of Days* with author Judy Batalion.

October 25, 2021, 6:00 pm ET—Symphony Hall, Boston, MA  
**Terezín Music Foundation Concert** of music by composers whose artistry sustained them during the Holocaust including a performance of Hans Krása’s lyrical *Brundibar* suite with survivor Michael Gruenbaum of the Terezín cast.

October 27, 2021, 7:30 pm ET—Haberman Institute, Rockville, MD  
Virtual lecture: **Hitler’s Jewish Refugees** presented by Marion Kaplan.
October 29, 2021, 1:00 pm ET—YIVO Institute, New York, NY
**Book Talk:** *The Yiddish Historians and the Struggle for a Jewish History of the Holocaust* with author Mark Smith and historian Samuel Kassow.

November 4, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
**Sweet Noise: Love in Wartime**, a discussion with 2G author and photographer Max Hirshfeld and Jacqueline Kott-Wolle, a fellow artist and daughter of Holocaust survivors.

November 9, 2021, 4:00 pm ET—Drew University, Madison, NJ
**Virtual Kristallnacht Commemoration:** *What the Living Remember*, featuring 2G author Dr. Nancy Gerber.

November 10, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—Chhange, Brookdale Community College, Lincroft, NJ
**Resilience in the Face of Impossible Odds: Jewish WWI Veterans in the November Pogrom.**

November 14, 2021, 3:00 pm ET— CANDLES Holocaust Museum, Terre Haute, IN

December 5, 2021, 3:00 pm EST— CANDLES Holocaust Museum, Terre Haute, IN
**Nobody Wants Us** with Laura Seltzer-Duny. The story of three teenagers and their families hoping to make it safely onto American soil after escaping the Nazi invasion of Europe. 1.5 PGP hours for teachers.

December 15, 2021, 11:30 am ET—Chhange, Brookdale Community College, Lincroft, NJ
**Lunch & Learn:** *Schindler’s Legacy: Creating South Africa’s Largest Holocaust and Genocide Museum* with founder and director of the Johannesburg Center, Tali Nates. Suggested donation.

**FYI... FOR YOUR INFORMATION**

**FYI...** Online newsletters

Arolsen Archive July 23, 2021
Arolsen Archive August 5, 2021
Arolsen Archive August 26, 2021
Memorial No. 46
Sir Martin Gilbert Book Club
Yad Vashem July 19, 2021
Yad Vashem July 27, 2021
Yad Vashem August 3, 2021
Yad Vashem August 10, 2021
FYI… Beit Terezin has initiated a website where obituaries and private memorials to victims and survivors can be posted. For more information: https://jewishmemorial.org/group?page=beitterezin21&inp=about

FYI… POLIN Museum offers new genealogical services. The Museum’s Resource Center supports all visitors interested in their family history and genealogy, the fate of their ancestors, and the places where their families once lived. Fees.

FYI… The University of South Carolina (UofSC) is now home to a permanent exhibition and educational program in partnership with the Anne Frank House in Amsterdam, becoming one of only four partner sites in the world and the only one in North America.

The Anne Frank Center located in the Barringer House on the UofSC campus tells the story of the young Jewish girl who documented her family's two years of hiding in Nazi German-occupied Amsterdam during World War II. Visitors will receive timed-entry guided tours through the exhibit, which uses quotes, photos, videos and original artifacts to represent the experience of Anne’s family as they hid behind her father’s business. The center will also use its resources to support civic education through discussions and training around identity, hate and prejudice. Tours of the Anne Frank Center can be scheduled beginning Sept. 15 by contacting AFCUOFSC@sc.edu.

FYI… From the Museum of Jewish Heritage
Introduction to the Holocaust: Adult Education course October 7 - November 4, 2021
The five-part course will meet weekly on Thursdays from 5:00 to 6:30 PM ET. Each class will include a full lecture followed by student Q&A

FYI… From Classrooms Without Borders

FYI… Looking for information on what happened to a family after escaping from Novaky Forced Labor Camp in Slovakia in August 1944. If anyone has knowledge of Mr. and Mrs. Teichner or their sons Emil and Dezo, 17 and 20 years old at the time, please respond. Asking on behalf of child survivor Aleska who was 10-year-old girl in Novaky when she met them there and wants to know. They were originally from northern Slovakia. Kindly email directly to tzipporahbatami@gmail.com.

FYI… Many virtual programs on the Holocaust have been held during the Corona virus shutdown. Here are some of them.
June 15, 2021: How to Respond to Anti-Zionism -- Lessons From a 'Fighting Artist'

June 22, 2021: 2021 Holocaust Remembrance - FBI Las Vegas

July 7, 2021: Bugs, Spies and the Nazi Generals in Britain

July 8, 2021: Winter Journey: A Discussion with the Author and Filmmaker

July 11, 2021: Remembering Elie Wiesel; The Man and His Writings

July 14, 2021: David Marwell on Josef Mengele, the “Angel of Death”

July 20, 2021: From Nazi Prisoner to Wall Street King: The Indefatigable Siggi Wilzig

July 21, 2021: Curator's Corner: A Bell from 1936 Olympic Games (July 21)

July 22, 2021: Artifacts Unpacked: The Olympic Torch Relay

July 22, 2021: Nazi Scientists & the Space Race

July 24, 2021: Art in the Holocaust

July 27, 2021: Film Screening of "The Nazi Games: Berlin 1936" (July 27)

July 28, 2021: Curator’s Corner: Ambassador Dodd’s Diary

July 28, 2021: Judy Heumann on Disability Justice & the Legacy of the Holocaust

July 30, 2021: Eyewitness to History: Holocaust survivor Peter Feigl

July 31, 2021: Amazing Americans – Mickey Kor

August 2, 2021: Eyewitness to History: Holocaust survivor Irene Weiss

August 15, 2021: Remembering the Jewish Deportation to Mauritius: 76 Years After Liberation

August 19, 2021: A Lasting Imprint: Photos Document a Vibrant Town Destroyed

August 19, 2021: CESLC Insider Series: The Holocaust Survivor Program at JSSA

August 24, 2021: 3 Survivors. 3 Perspectives. 3Gs Ask All

Click here for past videos from the Arizona Historical Society

Click here for past videos from Beit Terezin

Click here for past programs from the Center for Jewish History

Click here for past programs from Classrooms Without Borders

Click here for past webinars from Echoes and Reflections

Click here for past videos from the Ghetto Fighters’ House

Click here for past 3GNY WEDU Wednesday speaker presentations

Click here for past programs from the Holocaust Center for Humanity

Virtual Program Recordings | Holocaust Memorial Resource & Education Center of Florida (holocaustedu.org)

Click here for past programs from Holocaust Memorial & Tolerance Center of Nassau County

Click here for past programs from the Holocaust Museum Los Angeles
Click here for past programs from the Illinois Holocaust Museum
Click here for past programs from the Jewish Foundation for the Righteous
Click here for past programs from the Johannesburg Holocaust and Genocide Centre
Click here for past programs from the Kupferberg Holocaust Center
Click here for past programs from Liberation 75
Click here for past Martin-Springer Institute programs
Click here for past programs from the Museum of Jewish Heritage
Click here to view recordings of past programs from the Sara and Sam Schoffer Holocaust Resource Center at Stockton University. Additional videos can also be found here.
Click here for past Sousa Mendes Foundation programs
Click here for past programs from the Temple Emanu-El Streicker Center
Click here for past Facebook programs hosted by the US Holocaust Memorial Museum
Click here for past programs from the USC Shoah Foundation Institute
Click here for past videos from the Wiener Library
Click here for past Ray Wolpow Institute Noémi Ban Memorial Collection programs
Click here to view recordings from Yad Vashem recent lectures that you may have missed. Additional lectures for further exploration are available here.
Click here for past programs from YIVO

FYI… For the latest on the Baltics

FYI… Articles, videos, podcasts and slideshows in the news…Note: links were active when the newsletter was written but some links may now have been deactivated by the publisher. If a link doesn’t work, you can look for the story using a search engine, e.g., Google, Yahoo or others.

Across Borders: International
How Charles Coward Saved Hundreds From Auschwitz
Are Online Sales Of Pre-Holocaust Communal Records Their Doom Or Salvation?
What Did ‘America’s Freud’ Think About Hitler?
Construction Site Worker Realized Real Identity Of Co-Worker Adolf Eichmann, Tipped Mossad
Eichmann was nabbed by Mossad after tipoff from German co-worker, report reveals
How many monuments honor fascists, Nazis and murderers of Jews? You’ll be shocked.
This disgraceful mocking of the Holocaust needs to stop now
Wikipedia fixed its swastika problem fast. Why can’t anyone else?
After controversy, Belgian town square to remove references to Latvian Nazi collaborators
When Hitler’s Mufti Gave a Press Conference
Auschwitz Museum condemns Irish politician's Holocaust comparison
Embassy Supports Holocaust Education and Human Rights | U.S. Embassy & Consulate in Poland
European protesters compare vaccine passes to Holocaust, apartheid
Amid Rising Bigotry, Roma Communities in Europe Commemorate Nazi Genocide
Europe remembers Sinti, Roma murdered under Nazi rule
How Hitler’s Paris envoy used French writers to back the Nazis
Europe's Jews Found Refuge in Shanghai During the Holocaust
Cyprus Puzzle To Be A Teaching Tool
Gold Medalist and Holocaust Survivor Agnes Keleti Stars in New Olympics Campaign
A Brief History of Jews in the Olympics
Olympics opening ceremony director sacked for Holocaust joke
Olympic opening ceremony director fired for Holocaust joke
Director of Tokyo Olympics Opening Ceremony Fired Over Past Jokes About Holocaust
Tokyo Olympics creative director fired over 1990s comedy skit mocking the Holocaust
Yad Vashem marks Olympics with online exhibitions of Jewish, non-Jewish athletes
How Movies Have “Witnessed” the Holocaust Over the Decades
Netflix Voices Stand Against Antisemitism: ‘We Must Never Forget' the Holocaust
The Untold Story of the Woman Who Helped Make a Landmark Holocaust Film
How Those Who Lived Through the Holocaust Have Testified in Film
Between the Holocaust and Israel: the Jews jailed on Cyprus
75 Years On, Harsh British Detention Of Holocaust Survivors In Cyprus Remembered
Iraqi Survivor Ruth Pearl, 85, Fostered Harmony and Connection in Memory of Son Daniel Pearl
Poland officially approves law that limits Holocaust restitution claims, sparking global Jewish outrage
Israel and Poland expel diplomats in Holocaust dispute
Study: For children of Holocaust survivors, time heals no wounds
Hungarian orphan turned LA model tells how she escaped death by Nazis
We Caught ‘Historian’ David Irving Denying the Holocaust on a Hot Mic
Travel firm sorry for fun emoji on Auschwitz post
A grandson’s zany Polish adventures
World War Two veteran, 97, is reunited with three Italians he saved as children from Nazis after his daughter tracked them down on social media with photo from 1944
WWII vet reunites with siblings he saved in 1944 – and calls their mom the ‘real hero’

American vet returns to Italy to greet ‘bambini’ he last saw in 1944

Quora Writers Say ‘Unchecked Jew-Hatred,’ Holocaust Denial Persist on Popular Q&A Site

Argentina

Popular Argentine TV show uses Anne Frank image to illustrate song about ‘women who don’t leave the house’

Argentine TV Show Criticized for Using Anne Frank Image to Depict ‘Women Who Don’t Leave the House’

Australia

Don't hijack the Holocaust - editorial

A Holocaust Survivor's Lesson In Optimism

Holocaust survivor Phillip Maisel shares his story after recording testimonies at Melbourne’s Jewish Holocaust Centre for three decades

Survivor story with a happy ending

‘Nickel Queen’ was a female force in a man’s world

Mark Leibler's Response To The President Of The Western Australian Bar Association

Whistling in the Wind

Sixty Percent of Jews in Australian State of Queensland Have Experienced Antisemitism: Survey

After Melbourne lockdown breach, hospital intern says send Jews to ‘gas chamber’

Tributes Flow In For Eva Besen

Austria

Austrian Activists Publish Map of Jewish Vienna Institutions With Stars of David in ‘Pitiful’ Protest Attempt

Exploring The Jewish Artists Who Helped Make Salzburg A Success

Brazil

Jewish groups slam Brazilian president’s warm welcome to granddaughter of Hitler’s finance minister

Bulgaria

A dilapidated Bulgarian synagogue will become a cultural center — and lifeline for a dwindling community
Canada

University Of Ottawa Professor Wins Appeal In Holocaust Case Testing Academic Freedom

Canada unveils new statue to Anne Frank on anniversary of her arrest and deportation

Never Forget: Anne Frank Statue Installed In Central Edmonton Park

Expansion of Holocaust Memorial at Toronto's Earl Bales Park

Opinion: It's Time To Correct Misinformation At Canada's National Holocaust Monument

Toronto Cops Arrest Same ‘Swastika Man’ for Two Separate Antisemitic Assaults

Montreal auction house selling Nazi memorabilia as ‘historical artifacts’

'A Holocaust and genocide connection': Nazi artifact auction draws criticism in Montreal

Edmonton vandals target a Ukrainian WWII memorial with a complicated history | CBC News

Yellow stars on display at Montreal protest against vaccine passport

Yellow stars worn by anti-vaccine passport protesters 'hurtful,' says Montreal Holocaust Museum

Canadian PM Trudeau ‘Angry’ and ‘Disgusted’ by Swastika Vandalism of Jewish Candidates’

Election Posters

B’nai Brith Appalled by Wave of Swastika Graffiti

B’nai Brith Canada calls slew of swastika vandalism around the country ‘reprehensible and unacceptable’

Rabbi feels 'trembling worry' after Toronto synagogue vandalized with antisemitic graffiti | CBC News

More Instances Reported of Neo-Nazi Vandalism of Canadian Election Campaign Signs

Croatia

A collage of lies: the Croatian right's Holocaust revisionism

Setting the record straight on Ustasha Holocaust crimes - opinion

Cyprus

Watch: Holocaust Survivors Locked Up in Cyprus Remembered 75 Years Later

Video: Cyprus Marks 75 Years Since Jewish Internment Camps

Czech Republic

First Czech translation of Holocaust survivor Philomena Franz's memoirs being released - Romea.cz

Denmark

The Remarkable Rosh Hashanah Rescue of Denmark’s Jews
France

Anger as protesters compare vaccines to Nazi horrors in France
Anger as French protesters compare vaccines to Nazi horrors
Holocaust Survivor Slams French Protestors for Comparing Vaccine To Nazi Horrors
Wiesenthal Centre Outraged at Nazi Yellow Star on Anti-Vaxxers’ T-Shirts
Swastikas Daubed On French Vaccination Centers In Apparent Nazi Comparison
Holocaust-influenced French artist Christian Boltanski dies at 76

Germany

Germany looking to prosecute over a dozen more Nazi war criminals
German prosecutors prepare dozen-plus cases against Nazi war-crime suspects
The Last Two Nazis on Trial
Centenarian Faces Trial for 3,500 Nazi War Crimes in Germany
100-year-old alleged ex-Nazi guard to stand trial on thousands of counts of being an accessory to murder
100-year-old former Nazi camp guard to stand trial as accessory to murder of 3,500 prisoners
Former Nazi Concentration Camp Secretary, 96, to Stand Trial in Juvenile Court in Germany for WW2 Crimes
Germany looking to prosecute over a dozen more Nazi war criminals
Germany is no poster child for dealing with the past
Adolf Eichmann’s Secret Visit to Palestine
Plans to turn the bungalow of top Nazi Joseph Göbbels into a yoga retreat scrapped after the project was infiltrated by the far-right
Germany announces $40 million investment in antisemitism research
German Government to Spend $40 Million on Researching What Fuels Antisemitism, Racism
Jews ‘Learned Evil’ From Nazis: Leading COVID-19 Conspiracy Theorist in Germany Loses Publisher Over Antisemitic Comments
How Hitler’s Olympics in Berlin were used for duping the world
Hitler wanted his 1936 Olympics to wow the world. The Forward highlighted protest games instead
How Jewish women fought the Nazis | DW | 02.08.2021
Remembering the Artists Who Were Among the Early Victims of Nazi Death Camps
New Berlin exhibit showcases the post-war journeys of Nazi-era artists
Trove of Nazi Artifacts Found Stashed in Wall of German House

History teacher finds secret cache of Nazi artifacts hidden behind house wall

A Sign of Faith’ in Jewish German Life: University of Potsdam Opens City’s First Synagogue Since the Holocaust

Potsdam’s stylish new synagogue is the German city’s first since WWII

Hungary

Gold Medalist and Holocaust Survivor Agnes Keleti Stars in New Olympics Campaign

India

Holocaust victim Anne Frank in Everton’s COVID-19 tribute video

Israel

Major Crisis As Israel Recalls Envoy To Poland After WWII Restitution Law Okayed

Yair Lapid says the Holocaust ‘defined’ him. That’s adding fuel to the fire in Israel-Poland relations.

Lapid decries passage of Poland’s ‘anti-Semitic’ restitution law, recalls charge d’affaires from Warsaw

Israel furious as Poland's president signs bill to limit property claims

Poles Apart

'There is more to Polish restitution law than Lapid portrays'

Vowing to reject Holocaust ‘distortion,’ Dani Dayan appointed head of Yad Vashem

Supreme Court Rules Morocco's Jews Can't be Compensated As Holocaust Victims

Israeli Supreme Court rules that Jews of Morocco are ineligible for Holocaust compensation

Yad Vashem Installs Stained Glass Window That Survived The Holocaust

Chess Sets Used by Jews During the Holocaust

Dani Dayan, former Israeli diplomat in NY and settler leader, picked to chair Israel’s Holocaust museum

Dani Dayan to be new head of Yad Vashem — report

Former N.Y. Consul General Dani Dayan Tapped for Yad Vashem Chairmanship

Tibor Herz – a Jewish Holocaust Rescuer and Yad Vashem

Jews Who Saved Jews... The Hands of Choice – Safed

Japanese foreign minister views Children’s Memorial, honorary tree at Yad Vashem

National Library of Israel digitizes personal effects, poetry of Hannah Senesh
88-Year-Old Israeli Holocaust Survivor Died by Suicide at Grave of Son Killed in 2014 Operation Protective Edge

Holocaust Survivor Who Lost Son in 2014 Gaza War Commits Suicide Over His Grave | Israel Today

Last known surviving fighter of Warsaw Ghetto Uprising dies at age 97

Sitting down with a hunter

Portuguese Holocaust museum to give guest books to Yad Vashem

A hatred that dwells alone? Antisemitism debate cuts to heart of Zionist vision

Synagogues Defaced With Swastikas in Israeli Town of Bnei Brak, Suspect Caught on Camera

Israeli Defense Minister Urges International Community to Act Against Palestinians Burning Swastika Inside Star of David

The Jerusalem Film Festival Highlights Diverse Stories Of Jewish Life

Italy

Green Pass: Auschwitz survivor Segre says 'crazy' to compare Italy's vaccine rules with Holocaust

Yes, Italian tennis star Camila Giorgi is Jewish. And her favorite book is ‘The Diary of Anne Frank.’

Lithuania

How Two Telephone Books Tell a Condensed Story of the Holocaust

Jewish Activists Declare Victory as Lithuanian Government Shelves Plans to Build Conference Center on Vilnius Cemetery Grounds

Lithuania abandons plan to build conference center atop former Jewish cemetery

In Vilna, remains of Holy Ark and bimah are seen for first time since Holocaust

Archaeologists expose Torah ark of Vilna synagogue destroyed by Nazis, Soviets

Remains of Lithuanian Synagogue Destroyed by Nazis and Soviets Unearthed

Mikvahs unearthed at Vilnius synagogue destroyed by Nazis

Luxembourg

Luxembourg Holocaust Survivors Encouraged to Apply for Million-Euro Direct Support Program

Netherlands

‘Stumbling Blocks’ in Amsterdam to Honor Lesbian and Gay Resistance Heroes Who Fought Nazi Occupation
Amsterdam to Return Painting Sold During Nazi Occupation to Jewish Heirs
Amsterdam to return Kandinsky painting to Jewish family following public outcry
Mayor Announces Talks With Jewish Heirs on Kandinsky Claim
Dutch Jews Protest ‘Disgusting’ Sale of Nazi-Era ‘Jews’ Star’ at Military Memorabilia Fair

New Zealand
A Nazi mass murderer in our midst?

Poland
Remains of Concentration Camp Victims Identified as Jewish Prisoners in New Genetic Study
Treblinka: The Uprising the World Forgot
Holocaust mass grave unearthed in Poland
Archaeologists unearth Nazi era massacre in Poland’s Death Valley
Polish nationalists disrupt commemoration for Jewish pogrom victims
Symbolic grave for Jews in Poland defaced with slogans praising Hitler
Ghosts of Poland’s past haunt Holocaust restitution spat
Poland a step closer to adopting controversial property law
US Senators Appeal to Polish President to Stop Bill Blocking Holocaust Restitution
US steps up pressure on Poland to scrap bill to prevent Holocaust restitution
US House Speaker Pelosi Calls on Polish Counterpart to ‘Use Every Possible Tool’ to Block New Law Closing Off Holocaust Restitution Claims
US ramps up pressure on Poland over Holocaust restitution
US Warns of ‘Irreparable Harm’ Caused by Polish Legislation Closing Off Holocaust Restitution Claims
Report: At Israel’s behest, US pressing Poland on Holocaust restitution law
Blinken: Poland must ‘provide justice’ for Holocaust victims
Israel May Cancel Joint Declaration With Poland Amid Fury Over Holocaust Property Law: Report
Anger As Poland Plans Law That Will Stop Jews Reclaiming Wartime Homes
Polish parliament approves draconian Holocaust anti-restitution law
‘Legalized Theft’: Israel, World Jewish Leaders Slam Polish Parliament’s Approval of Legislation Dismissing Restitution for Holocaust Survivors
Poland's Holocaust Restitution Law Is An Injustice
‘Outrageous thievery’ – Israeli, US lawmakers slam Polish restitution law

‘This is Unprecedented’: Leading Holocaust Experts Weigh in on Polish State’s Campaign to Rewrite History of World War II

Media, Holocaust Bills Test Poland’s Ties With U.S., Israel

Polish Law On Property Stolen By Nazis Angers Israel

Poland officially approves law that limits Holocaust restitution claims, sparking global Jewish outrage

Polish Justice Minister in Furious Attack on Independent Court’s Decision to Dismiss Lawsuit Against Holocaust Historians

Poland Rejects Instrumentalising Holocaust - Presidential Aide On Restitution Laws

Israel recalls envoy to protest signing of Poland's anti-restitution law

Polish President Signs Holocaust Restitution Bill

Poland Blocks Restitution Claims

Why Poland Is Right To End Holocaust Property Claims

Will Polish anti-restitution law permanently harm ties with Israel, Jewish community?

A rift of Poland’s making

Poland’s Troubling Legislation, and the United States’ Unwavering Commitment to Holocaust Era Justice

Does Poland love Jews? Restitution law implies no - opinion

'Demon' and Poland’s Denial of the Past

Holocaust Researchers Win Libel Case On Appeal

Polish court rules in favor of Holocaust historians

Polish appeals court dismisses claims against Holocaust book historians

Holocaust researchers in Poland win libel case on appeal

Polish scholars will not have to apologize for their research into Holocaust pogrom, court rules

At the Auschwitz Memorial, historical truth is our life’s mission

What exactly are ‘Auschwitz borders’?

Poland ‘reexamining' Israeli student trips to concentration camps

Poland to Reexamine Israeli Youth Trips, Saying They Spread Hatred of Country

Poland is ‘reviewing’ changes to Israel’s annual school trips to former concentration camps

Warsaw threatens to end ‘anti-Polish’ Israeli youth Holocaust memorial trips
Bialystok Ghetto Uprising remembered 78 years on
On memory, digitalization and Auschwitz
Cracking the mystery of Elie Wiesel's Holocaust memoir 'Night'
New Book Dredges Up Warsaw Ghetto Police Who Sent Their Fellow Jews To Their Deaths
Polish anti-vaccine protesters chant Jews are to blame for the COVID-19 pandemic

Russia
Russian scientist, 82, beaten on Moscow bus by assailant seeking to ‘finish Hitler’s job’

Serbia
Shame on those who seek to revise history of the Holocaust - opinion

Singapore
Israel Embassy condemns social media posts comparing Covid-19 rules to the Holocaust

Slovakia
The Bishop who Saved 1500 Jews

Slovenia
Prosecution Urged of Far Right Propagandist in Slovenia For ‘Hero Hitler’ Tweet

South Korea
South Korea endorses IHRA definition of anti-Semitism

Spain
Spain names square in Torremolinos for former Yad Vashem chief
Spanish University Cancels Course Comparing Gaza to Auschwitz, Says Local Pro-Israel Group
Spanish university axes ‘Auschwitz/Gaza’ class accused of trivializing Holocaust
Spanish university cancels ‘Auschwitz/Gaza’ seminar comparing Holocaust to Israeli-Palestinian conflict

UK
Jewish Royal Air Force Hero Remembered for ‘Outstanding Contribution’ Against Nazi Targets in World War II
Meeting the Secret Jewish Commandos of World War Two
X Troop: The Top-Secret Jewish Commandos of WWII
Roma Holocaust remembered in rural Dorset
Lord Mountbatten’s Diaries May Finally Reveal the Truth About the Royal Family and the Nazis

Prince Charles Pens Foreword for Upcoming Memoir by Holocaust Survivor, TikTok Star

Heartfelt tributes paid to Holocaust survivor Rudi Leavor who dies aged 95

Shocking, horrifying, depressing — but we must never forget Holocaust

Kate Middleton's Portraits of Holocaust Survivors Are Being Featured in a Poignant Display

Kate Middleton's photos of Holocaust survivors to go on display

Duchess Kate Middleton's Intimate Portraits Of Holocaust Survivors Are Part Of A Touching Tribute Exhibition In London

The faces of survival: Poignant portraits show life after the Holocaust

David Adjaye's Planned Holocaust Memorial in London Has Been Approved by the U.K., Despite Controversy and Protests

Adjaye’s Holocaust Memorial gets the go-ahead

Holocaust Memorial Outside Parliament To Go Ahead

National Holocaust memorial can be built next to Westminster, minister rules

British government okays contested Holocaust monument in London

Holocaust Memorial and Learning Centre gets green light - Museums Association

British government okays contested Holocaust monument in London

Holocaust memorial opponent says government is appeasing ‘Jewish donors’

Historians attack ‘political’ Shoah Wall

We Caught ‘Historian’ David Irving Denying the Holocaust on a Hot Mic

A Portrait Of A Holocaust Survivor: Behind The Scenes Of The Imperial War Museum's Landmark Exhibition

Exhibition to show 50 contemporary portraits of Holocaust survivors

Agi Katz art dealer

British Neo-Nazi Who Called for ‘Extermination’ of Jews Sentenced to 7 Years in Jail

The Jewish doctor who escaped the Nazis, became a medical pioneer and founded the Paralympics

Stan Greenspon commits additional $1.5 Million to advance Holocaust education

Looking Back At The Bold Vision Of Dr. Sidney Bolkosky

A Delta pilot who flew an evacuation plane ferrying Afghan refugees out of Germany is the son of a Holocaust survivor: 'I was able to put myself in their position'

Delta Airlines Pilot Alexander Kahn Recounts Rescuing Afghan Evacuees

Delta Airlines Pilot, Son Of Holocaust Survivor And US Immigrant, Describes Flying Afghan Refugees To US
Pilot Who Flew Out Afghan Refugees Says He Identifies With Them as Son of a Holocaust Survivor

Son of Holocaust survivor who flew Afghan refugees to US: It was easy to ‘put myself in their position’

For Holocaust survivors, ‘never again’ means more than a memorial | TheArticle

Redefining Holocaust Memorials For The Post-Survivor Era

Why Did This Have To Happen? Holocaust Survivor Finally Granted Leave To Remain After Draining Process

We need to talk about Poland

The Fictionalising Of Auschwitz

The duchess and the Holocaust survivor

Children To Meet Holocaust Survivors In Tomorrow's Testimony Event

Opinion: Time To Follow My Dad's Example

Man Who Rescued 669 Czech Children From Nazis Is Now The Hero Of A Kids' Book

Where Is Anne Frank? Animated film brings Holocaust diary to life

British Actress Tracy-Ann Oberman Was Told She Didn’t ‘Look Enough Like Anne Frank’ to Take on Jewish Roles

This happens every day

'My Night In Quisling's Cabin'

The perfumer’s secret Shoah family history

The Ancient Symbol That Was Hijacked By Evil

Fury over 'Hitler's therapist' video game for 'trivialising holocaust'

Ukraine

Eighty years ago: Hitler’s first large-scale mass murder

Filmmakers constructed an acre-sized shtetl for a Ukrainian WWII film. Now they want to preserve it as a museum.

Owners of Ukrainian cafe housed in a former synagogue say logo resembling Nazi symbol was a ‘font gone wrong’ mistake

USA

US Senate honors Portugal’s Holocaust hero

This World War II veteran thought he had seen everything. Then he saw Nazi flags waving in America

US ‘Deeply Concerned About Polish Restitution Law’: Blinken
Poland’s Troubling Legislation, and the United States’ Unwavering Commitment to Holocaust Era Justice

When the Monuments Men Pushed Back Against the U.S. to Protect Priceless Art

US authorities seize Judaica from Brooklyn auction house in probe of Holocaust loot

An auction house tried to sell Jewish artifacts looted during the Holocaust. Federal agents just seized them.

US seizes artifacts looted from WWII Eastern European Jewish communities

US Justice Department Recovers Valuable Scrolls and Manuscripts Stolen During Holocaust, Pledges to Restore Them to ‘Rightful Jewish Communities’

United States Seizes Funeral Scrolls and Manuscripts Taken from Pre-Holocaust Jewish Communities in Eastern Europe

Jewish Scrolls, Artifacts Stolen In Holocaust Found In NYC: Feds

Swastika carved into State Department elevator

Blinken Voices Outrage After Swastika Etched at State Department

Blinken Decries Swastika Vandalism In State Department Elevator

What the US State Department swastika says about Holocaust education

US officials denounce antisemitism after swastika is found in State Department elevator

Trump urges supporters to buy misspelled "membership" cards with image resembling Nazi logo

'Trump Is No Hitler, But...'The Meaning Of Hitler' Director On Parallels Between The Fuehrer And 45

Why are we still so obsessed with Hitler? An unconventional new documentary leaves the answer just out of reach.

Why are we still so obsessed with Hitler? Unconventional docu tries to find out

Facts about the Holocaust not in Dispute

Deborah Lipstadt, noted Holocaust historian, is Biden’s pick for antisemitism envoy

Biden to Tap Holocaust Historian Deborah Lipstadt as Antisemitism Envoy

Holocaust Historian Deborah Lipstadt Nominated As US Anti-Semitism Envoy

Will Jew-Hatred Define a New America?

'This is ... about hate.' Holocaust comparisons show up at protests against hospitals' COVID-19 vaccine mandates

GOP candidate for Virginia House likens being a conservative teacher to being Jewish among Nazis
OK GOP post appears to liken COVID-19 vaccine mandate to Holocaust

Oklahoma GOP leader compares vaccine mandates to the Holocaust

Oklahoma GOP chair draws fire from party colleagues for likening coronavirus restrictions to the Holocaust

Oklahoma GOP leader was rebuked for doubling down on his comparison of vaccine mandates to gold stars worn by Jewish people during the Holocaust

GOP Lawmaker Deletes Tweet Comparing Vaccine Mandates to the Holocaust

Local School Committee Member Refuses To Apologize After Comparing Vaccine Passports To The Holocaust On TikTok

St. Louis Jewish leaders denounce comparing mask mandates to Holocaust

Column: Nothing merits Holocaust comparison

Our View: Holocaust comparison immoral

Viewpoint: Holocaust Analogies Can Have Hurtful, Hateful Impact

Holocaust Comparisons Are Insulting And Inappropriate - A Republican Finally Calls Them Out

These New Yorkers were annoyed by anti-vaccine Holocaust comparisons. So they wrote a song.

Philly-area Holocaust survivors say vaccination is a simple choice, not a political fight: ‘I want to live’

Nazi Salute Flash After Fox Chapel School Board Votes To Require Masks

Anti-Masker Performs Nazi Salute at Michigan School Board Meeting

Nazi reference made at Bethel Park school board meeting

A Maine Republican compared the governor to Nazi Josef Mengele over vaccine requirement for health-care workers

‘This behavior is unconscionable’: Springfield City Council condemns Holocaust comparisons in COVID debate

Kentucky Rep. Thomas Massie Compared Vaccine Mandates To Holocaust In Now-Deleted Tweet

GOP intern quits in protest of Republican congressman's comparison of vaccines to the Holocaust

GOP congressman compares COVID measures to Holocaust, prompting an intern’s resignation

‘Ignorant’ Kentucky GOP Congressman Slammed for Comparing COVID-19 Vaccine Pass With Plight of Prisoners in Auschwitz

School leader in Tennessee accused of comparing COVID vaccines to Holocaust. ‘Baffling’

Wellstar Tech Fired After Posting Video Comparing Vaccine Mandate To Holocaust
COVID Analogy to be the New Holocaust Analogy

Pokin Around: What kind of world is it where vaccines and masks are likened to Holocaust?

Opinion: Stop Comparing The Holocaust With Covid-19 Vaccines Or Masks

Comparing Covid Vaccinations To Holocaust Is Absurd

Vaccine Mandates Are Nazi Communist Fascism, Anti-Vaxxers Tell Jordan Klepper

US Capitol rioter who wore 'Camp Auschwitz' sweatshirt offered plea deal

The DOJ offered a plea deal to an alleged Capitol rioter who wore a 'Camp Auschwitz' sweatshirt on Jan. 6, as part of its effort to settle low-level cases

The Undercover Spy Operation that Helped Foil a Nazi Plot in 1930s L.A.

Jewish Family Services Receives $166,800 From The Claims Conference Funds Assist Holocaust Survivors

In new book, Holocaust survivors share their stories of rebuilding

Educating Teen Holocaust Survivors Holds Lessons for Teaching after Trauma

University of South Carolina to Open First US Anne Frank House: ‘She Was One of Six Million’

University of South Carolina partners with Anne Frank House to open exhibit

USC Opens New Anne Frank Center, First In North America

New Education Center Dedicated to Anne Frank Debuts in South Carolina

NYC Exhibit Of Nazi-Looted Art Tells A Tale Of Jewish Loss And Recovery

Nazis stole thousands of pieces of art – but that was only the beginning of the story

Afterlives: the incredible stories behind recovered Nazi-looted art

Henry Kronberg

Henry’s recipe for a very long life

70 years ago Walter Plywaski fought for atheists' right to become citizens – here's why his story is worth remembering

Holocaust survivor spent his life honoring his mother’s last words. Leo Rosner dies at 92.

Esther Bejarano, 96, Dies; Auschwitz Survivor Fought Hate With Hip-Hop - The New York Times (nytimes.com)

David Seymour: Magnum founder and human rights photographer | DW | 07.07.2021

David Seymour's 'Children of Europe' | DW | 07.07.2021

Inge Ginsberg, Holocaust Survivor With a Heavy Metal Coda, Dies at 99
Sonora Hebrew Cemetery hosts final burial for Holocaust survivor – J.

Milwaukee County Holocaust Survivor Dies From Covid

Ed Asner Made His Mark in Pittsburgh with 'The Soap Myth'

Lightfoot, Aldermen Honor Late Holocaust Survivor Fritzie Fritszhall As 'Lifelong Crusader For Social Justice'

Connecticut filmmakers search for remaining diplomats who saved lives during Holocaust for Joyce D. Mandell Rescuers Collection

Historical Marker for Holocaust Hero Master Sgt. Roddie Edmonds Finally Dedicated

7 decades and 3 wars later, this 96-year-old Jewish journalist is still writing

Jewish Senior Assaulted As He Left A Play About The Holocaust, Say Police

Meals For Rosh Hashanah

Survivors, Veterans Gather For 18th Annual Holocaust Memorial In Sheepshead Bay

Titanic Connections: Branson museum honors Jewish passengers, remembers Holocaust

Dozens of Nazi-looted artworks are exhibiting in New York

Exhibition follows the complex journeys of Nazi-looted art

Holocaust survivors’ experiences captured in groundbreaking holographic display at LA museum

How this Holocaust refugee beat Covid-19 against all odds – J.

Holocaust Survivors Head To Catskills For Week-Long Hotel Stay

Holocaust survivors honored at annual Houston get-together

How 2 Jewish Sisters Built a Cultural Oasis During World War II

She survived the Holocaust by running, hiding and changing her identity

Ghetto Baby: Child Survivor of the Holocaust

Holocaust Survivor Built Family, Told Her Story

North Las Vegan Who Survived Holocaust Shares Story With Metro Police

Stein Explores Lives Shaped by Holocaust

Her Holocaust survival story was like something out of a Netflix movie — maybe too much so

My Mother’s Secret Holocaust Memoirs

Following Grandma's WWII Path Leads Author to Self-Discovery - San Diego Jewish World

Rush Rocker Geddy Lee’s Jewish Mom, a Holocaust Survivor, Was His Biggest Fan

Opinion: How best do we teach kids about Holocaust horrors? Show them what it was like
A Stunning Holocaust Documentary — But Not for Reasons You Suspect
Rhode Island Law Creates Genocide And Holocaust Education Commission
Holocaust Center leaves its Greenfield space
American Swedish Institute’s Kindertransport Exhibition Reflects on Lives Saved from the Holocaust
Darker Side Of The Midwest | Journal & Topics Media Group
HMC Transforms the Way Michigan Students Learn About the Holocaust — Detroit Jewish News
Violins Of Hope At The Virginia Holocaust Museum
Three Richmond museums to host Violins of Hope collection, featuring violins from the Holocaust
Restored Violins Played By Jewish Musicians In Holocaust On Display At Three Virginia Museums
Restored Violins Played by Jewish Musicians in Holocaust Showcased at Virginia Museums, Concerts
Their violins survived the Holocaust; many of the musicians did not
These Rediscovered Melodies Survived the Holocaust. Now They’re Online
Museum of Florida History will present talk on 'Two Regimes' exhibit
Staycations offer look at Jewish history | Opinion - Sun Sentinel
Farmington Hills museum exhibit reveals 'Girl in the Diary' - Farmington Voice
Lohmann: From a felled tree, a Holocaust memorial in the front yard
Capitol Rioter Among 16 White Supremacist Group Members Charged
Jewish Five Towns deputy mayor compares COVID vaccine to Holocaust
I'm A Child Of Holocaust Survivors. We're Sliding Into Totalitarianism And We Must Act Now
Antisemitism in the Shadow of the Holocaust
After Nearly 80 Years Holocaust Survivor And Grandson Reunite With Family Bible
A family hid their Bible in an attic as Nazis invaded. Almost 80 years later, it was reunited with the family’s heirs.
Bible hidden by Jewish family in Germany during WWII reunited with descendants in US
Bible belonging to couple killed in Holocaust returned to family
Selling the Holocaust
The Holocaust is exaggerated in pop culture. That makes it hard for educators like me to teach the truth.

Kinston Church Opens Civil Rights And Holocaust Exhibit

White Lion Films Brings Multi-Generational Holocaust Survival Drama ‘In 1942’ to Series Mania Forum

Holocaust survivors and Mennonite women make an unlikely pair of Lancaster authors' debut | Faith and Values - Pennsylvania News Today

A Teen Graffitied a Swastika in My Town. We Visited a Holocaust Memorial Together and Were Both Inspired

White Rose Magazine: What is Truth?

‘The Icepick Surgeon’ Review: Bad Medicine

‘Invisible Years’: Piecing Together My Family’s Story of Survival

Holocaust Survivor Reclaims His Story

Blue Fox Acquires Rights To Survivor Doc ‘I Am Here’

Holocaust education often blurs fact and fiction. That must change.

Whitewashing of American history is akin to Holocaust denial

Group of ‘Alarmed’ Holocaust Survivors, Descendants Press California Lawmakers on New Ethnic Studies Bill

A Remarkable Work of Family History Vividly Recreates the Anti-Nazi Resistance in Germany

A Second World War spy didn’t live to tell her tale. Now her great-great niece will

Age 16, never heard of the Holocaust? Our nation has a problem. – J.

New standards for civics studies, Holocaust education in Florida promote ‘Judeo-Christian foundations’

New Bill To Require Arizona Students To Learn About The Holocaust

Bungling Arizona's Holocaust Education Bill

11 Tips For Visiting The Holocaust Memorial Museum In Washington D.C.

Florida legislature funding Holocaust center in Dania Beach

Elizabeth Gelman, Holocaust Museum Part Ways

Holocaust Museum exhibit tells of Jews who fled to Shanghai

‘A Jewish Artist Cannot Be Neutral in These Times’: Lessons From Arthur Szyk, Whose Brush Was a Sword

‘The Gallery of Miracles and Madness’ Review: Triumph of the Ill
Tri-Valley students reflect on Holocaust through writing, artwork

Former UNO College Education Building Becomes Museum Featuring Holocaust Artist

Rachael Cerrotti Delves Into Memory And Grief In New Memoir

In memoir, they ‘share the same sky’

“Passenger” Depicts the Holocaust from the Point of View of a Nazi Official

How a novelist cracked the real-life story of her Nazi-fighting ancestor

Mom’s hidden childhood scrapbook sends daughter on journey into pre-WWII Vienna

Hartford Seminary president co-writes book about Holocaust, child slavery

Anorexia and the Holocaust

Was Superman a hidden Jew? Author of new 400-page scholarly tome is certain

Holocaust Revenge Drama ‘Plan A,’ Starring August Diehl, Debuts Trailer (Exclusive)

'Misha and the Wolves' is a stranger-than-fiction Netflix doc about a woman's Holocaust story

Misha And The Wolves: An Incredible Survival Story That Was Too Good To Be True

A Holocaust Survivor Choreographic Collaboration

Hunting Nazis, Yielding to Love

Could this real-life Nazi salute incident have inspired Netflix’s ‘The Chair’?

Germantown Schools Investigating Assistant Principal, History Teacher For Anti-Semitic Facebook Post

Tennessee School Teachers Under Investigation for Antisemitic Facebook Post Comparing Vaccine Refusers to Jews Persecuted by Nazis

High School Assistant Principal Reassigned After Comparing Vaccine Cards to Nazi Stars

Antisemitic Posts Are Rarely Removed By Social Media Companies, A Study Finds

Mayor Lori Lightfoot rips police union head after he compared vaccine mandate to the Holocaust

Jewish groups, Lightfoot slam police union head for comparing vaccine mandate to Holocaust

Two former California police officers charged with vandalism for swastika spray painted on a car seat

California officers accused of painting swastika on suspect's car

Neo-Nazi who led effort to threaten journalist gets 3 years

Infamous Capitol Hill attacker was allegedly posting inside Neo-Nazi chatroom

Leader of Violent Neo-Nazi Faction Sentenced to Three Years in Federal Jail on Hate Crime Charges
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